
 
  
 

Ministry of Indigenous Relations & Reconciliation  
Article 29 Committee 

Minutes 
 

January 6, 2022, 2:00-3:30 pm 
MS Teams 

 
 

Co-Chairs: Kim Cole (BCGEU), Jennifer Melles (Employer) 

BCGEU Reps: Amena Cleveland  

Employer Reps: Geoff Bridge, Robert Leece, Yvette Lizee 

  Regrets: Souie Gorup (BCGEU) 

Secretariat/Scribe: Emma Vanduyvenvoorde  

Guests: N/A 

 
HOUSEKEEPING: Co-Chairs 

• Territorial Reflection 
• Agenda Review 

REVIEW ACTION ITEMS FROM PREVIOUS MEETING: 

1. Terms of Reference – Review and Finalize - Kim 
BACKGROUND/NOTES:  
Previously discussed increasing numbers of representatives last meeting and decided 
to increase membership to 5 Union and 5 management reps. However, thisdoes not 
align with Article 29 committee guidance in the Master Agreement.  
ACTION: Kim to edit and update TOR.  06January update: TOR was uploaded to the 
MIRR A29 intranet page in December.  Language for A29 committee member 
recruitment was approved by the committee and sent to MIRR comms to be sent out to 
all staff. 

2. General Reports - Co-Chairs                                                          
BACKGROUND/NOTES:  
 
ACTION: Geoff to report back regarding adding an employee statistics update to 
agenda on quarterly basis.  

• Geoff provided an update, will bring forward to the next meeting 
 

3. Employee Advisory Committee Update - Geoff     
BACKGROUND/NOTES:  
 
ACTION: Geoff to bring sharing of information question back to EAC. 

 

STANDING ITEMS 



 
4. General Reports – Co chairs  

• General Scan Report – the December report was circulated in advance of meeting. 
Kim reported she didn’t see any issues.  As others haven’t yet had a chance to 
review, topic/feedback deferred to next meeting. 

•   
• STIIP/HR analytic data was requested by BCGEU members, Employer is ok to 

share every six months, should be ready for next meeting. 
 

5. JOHS Committee Update - Kim       
BACKGROUND/NOTES: 

• Ongoing issue with dirty dishes being left in the kitchen 
• Seeking more floor wardens 
• Workplace inspections coming up in January 
• Jennifer announced the new JOHSC Executive Sponsor is Richard Purnell. 
• Questions: 

o Robert asked who to ask about the contents of the emergency kits and is it 
possible to replace the expired food that is included? Yvette mentioned that 
the regional offices have different contents within their emergency kits and 
asked if the kits should be standardized across the offices? The contents 
may differ between regions due to the risk in the area.  

• Kim shared that JOHSC is aware of expired kits, and JOHSC is planning to 
replenish them.  JOHSC is not sure if the current budget will cover costs, and are 
unsure about timing due to low numbers of staff in office. 

• Kim shared that emergency kits are not required to be provided by the employer, 
and don’t need to be standardized.   

• Jennifer commented that the Victoria office is in a higher risk area for 
earthquakes, there are different needs in different regions. Kits here would likely 
have different supplies than other areas in the province.  

• Yvette brought forward the ‘work alone’ protocols and Kim provided an update on 
the most recent draft of the protocols. The JOHS intranet page is currently 
directing staff to the PSA guidelines. 

DECISION: The A29 Committee recommended that JOHSC make replenishing expired 
items in emergency kits a priority, and as soon as possible. 

ACTION: Kim to report back to JOHS on replenishing the emergency kits  
ACTION: Kim to share the contents of the Victoria emergency kits with Yvette. 
ACTION: Kim to share the link to the PSA Working Alone guidelines with Yvette 

 
6. Employee Advisory Committee Update - Geoff     

BACKGROUND/NOTES: 
• PAWS discussed the cross NRM diversity and inclusion seeking volunteers from 

MIRR 
• EAC is providing input to PAWs on the Resilience, Health and Well-Being Strategy 

for Natural Resource Ministries; EAC Working Group is exploring MIRR-specific 
ideas on the topic of Resiliency 

• Completing the two-year review of the TOR for EAC and determined they decided 
not to change the TOR 

• Minutes are posted on MIRR intranet, and are available to all staff. 
• Question: 

o Yvette inquired on the representation for regional offices and Geoff noted 



 
that anyone is welcome to join the committee 

 
7. ODC Report Out - Geoff   

BACKGROUND/NOTES:  
• December 8th 

o The Advanced Cohort Experience (ACE) program, a follow-up learning 
opportunity for cohort alumni, was brought forward for executive sign off 
and has been endorsed.Reviewed the draft MIRR gifting protocols, to be 
shared broadly, Geoff to follow up. 

• January 5th  
o Brought forward the ACE program for approval 
o Reviewed the November month end forecast 

 
ACTION: Geoff to circulate the ACE PowerPoint and a brief description of the programs 
being offered  
 

8. COVID-19 and IRR Internal Implementation Plan - Jennifer 
         BACKGROUND/NOTES:  

• Communication from Lori Wannamaker regarding the new mandate for masks 
in the workplace has been sent to all staff.  

• The employer is in support of flexibility, in particular with families with children 
during school closures, and recognizes the importance of mental health and 
workload.   

• Safety measures are in place which are similar to the beginning of COVID-19 
(reinforce WorkSafe plans, boardroom protocols, masks in common areas).   

• Return to office/telework agreement finalization date put off indefinitely. 
• Yvette asked about telework schedules for new hires – where is guidance, what 

is standard?  Any variation for those on probation?  
o Robert: At supervisor discretion, most haven’t been requiring staff to be in 

office full time. 
 


